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ASTANA: The Asian Development Bank
(ADB) said Friday it had approved a $1 bil-
lion loan for energy-rich Kazakhstan after
the Central Asian country’s currency lost a
quarter of its value against the dollar
Thursday, spreading panic throughout the
region.  

Kazakhstan’s currency, the tenge, fell a
record 23 percent on Thursday following
the country’s switch from a costly currency
corridor with the dollar to a free-floating
exchange rate as the country battles to
cope with lower oil prices. 

“This loan from ADB’s Countercyclical
Support Facility will give the country the
fiscal leeway it needs to mitigate the unan-
ticipated and significant negative impacts
of the steep decline in world oil prices and

the economic slowdown of the neighbour-
ing countries,” said Lotte Schou-Zibell, prin-
cipal economist in ADB’s Central and West
Asia department.

Prime Minister Karim Massimov
announced at a government meeting last
week that authorities were abandoning a
currency band for a free-floating exchange
rate amid bleak price forecasts for crude
oil, Kazakhstan’s linchpin export.

“The National Bank and the govern-
ment implemented a new monetary policy
from August 20, based on an inflation-tar-
geting regime,” Massimov said.

Widely viewed as a success story in
decaying post-Soviet Central Asia,
Kazakhstan has been under intense eco-
nomic strain ever since the national bank

ordered a shock 20 percent devaluation
against the greenback last year. 

The ex-Soviet nation’s 75-year-old
President Nursultan Nazarbayev  attributed
the policy switch to demand from
exporters and called it  a “necessary
change” at a meeting with entrepreneurs
in the capital Astana.

“A crisis always brings about adjust-
ments,” said Nazarbayev, who has called for
future economic planning to assume oil
prices of $30-40 per barrel.

Global oil prices hit a new six and a half
year low Thursday, nearing the key $40 a
barrel level as a surprise rise in US stocks
fuelled supply glut fears. In addition to
slumping prices for crude, which accounts
for half of Kazakhstan’s export, the national

economy has been hit by falling demand
in two key foreign markets, Russia and
China.

Kazakh President Nursultan Nazarbayev
said Thursday the switch to the free-float-
ing exchange rate was a “necessary step”
given gloomy medium-term forecasts for
oil prices and exporters’ demands for a
more competitive exchange rate.

The damage to the tenge-which is cur-
rently trading at 252.47 to the dollar-has
sent ripples through ex-Soviet Central Asia,
a region threatened by depressed global
hydrocarbon prices and economic chaos in
Russia. 

In economically fragile Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan, for which Kazakhstan is a key
trade partner, dollars were being sold at

five to six percent above their respective
official rates on Friday.

Turkmenistan, the region’s leading
exporter of natural gas, also faces trying
economic times. The reclusive country,
which devalued its manat currency by a
fifth at the beginning of the year, depends
on oil and gas for 90 percent of its exports. 

The Kazakh currency’s fall took place on
the same day the Russian ruble slipped to
a rate of 75 to the euro for the first time in
six months, renewing pessimism about any
recovery in the country whose economic
health is vital to Central Asia. 

The region’s medium-term economic
outlook was further complicated by cur-
rency devaluations earlier this month by
China, its largest trade partner. —Agencies

ADB provides $1bn to ease Kazakh currency pain

NEW YORK: Fears of a China-led
global economic slowdown drove
Wall Street to its steepest one-day
drop in nearly four years late Friday
and left the Dow industrials more
than 10 percent below a May
record.

Wall Street’s selloff this week
suggested investors are growing
nervous about paying high prices
for stocks at a time of minimal earn-
ings growth, tumbling energy
prices and an expected rate hike by
the US Federal Reserve that could
gradually usher the end of almost a
decade of easy money.

Stocks have seen few large
moves this year, staying in a narrow
range throughout 2015, but volatili-
ty spiked this month once China
surprisingly devalued its currency.
Weak Chinese manufacturing data
on Friday, and another drop in
China’s stock market, rattled
investors’ nerves and led to Friday’s
tumble.

While this month’s selloff has
been swift, many analysts feel the
declines may be close to being

exhausted, with a turnaround possi-
bly starting as soon as next week.

“You’re definitely witnessing a
perfect storm in terms of China tim-
ing, people on vacation that affects
liquidity, and you’ve got a lot of
questions on the Fed and people
are obviously focused on oil,” said
Andrew Frankel, co-president of
Stuart Frankel & Co in New York.

“If you’re buying a stock, you’re
dipping a toe in here.”

The Dow Jones industrial aver-
age closed down 530.94 points, or
3.12 percent, to 16,459.75, the S&P
500 lost 64.84 points, or 3.19 per-
cent, to 1,970.89 and the Nasdaq
Composite dropped 171.45 points,
or 3.52 percent, to 4,706.04.

Housing data
Next week, investors will focus

on housing data, which has been
strong of late, and the preliminary
reading of second-quarter GDP,
which could lead investors back
towards riskier assets if they point
to an improving US economy.

The Russell 2000 index of small-

cap stocks also confirmed a move
into correction territory, marking a
10-percent decline from its most
recent closing high on June 23.

The CBOE Volatility index, Wall
Street ’s so-called fear gauge,
touched its highest since October
and notched its biggest-ever week-
ly percentage gain. The S&P
slumped 5.8 percent for the week,
its biggest weekly decline since
September 2011. The index lost
more than $1 trillion of its value this
week, according to S&P Dow Jones
Indexes. Only 10 S&P 500 compo-
nents advanced on Friday.

The selloff was broad, with all 10
major sectors in the red.  The energy
index dropped 2.6 percent as US
crude oil dipped below $40 a barrel
for the first time since the 2009
financial crisis.

Many investors still anticipate
the US central bank will begin rais-
ing interest rates by the end of the
year, but fewer of them expect a
September hike after reading min-
utes from the Fed’s July meeting on
Wednesday.

No new highs
Apple, still by far the most valu-

able US company, fell 4.6 percent to
$107.44, the biggest drag on the
S&P and the Nasdaq. For the week,
the Dow dropped 5.8 percent and
the Nasdaq tumbled 6.8 percent.

The drag from Apple pushed the
technology sector down 4.2 per-
cent. The consumer staples index
fell 2.6 percent, moving into the red
for the year. Eight of the 10 S&P sec-
tors are now in negative territory for
the year.

Six stocks fell for every one that
closed higher on the NYSE; on the
Nasdaq, the ratio was about 2-1/2
decliners for every 1 advancer. The
S&P 500 posted no new 52-week
highs for the first time since Aug. 8,
2011, after S&P downgraded the US
credit rating, while there were 75
new lows; the Nasdaq recorded 13
new highs and 276 new lows.

Volume was heavy, with about
10.6 billion shares traded on US
exchanges, well above the 6.75 bil-
lion average this month, according
to BATS Global Markets. —Reuters

China fears hand Wall St 

its worst week since 2011
Energy stock hits as US crude falls below $40

BANGALORE: An Indian saleswoman displays gold earrings at a jewelry store in Bangalore, India, Friday. A fall in gold prices has
boosted demand in India, the world’s largest bullion consumer. —AP

NEW YORK:  The US stock market endured its
worst performance in 18 months, driven lower by
another slump in Chinese shares and heavy selling
by technical traders.

The global rout started in China, where sharp
declines in energy and property stocks pushed the
Shanghai Composite down more than 3 percent.
That selling soon spread to European and US  mar-
kets, where the Standard & Poor’s 500 index moved
further below a closely watched trading level.

Investors, facing screens full of red, retreated to
their usual places of safety: bonds, gold and cash.
“The emerging markets really got slammed
overnight and that quickly spread to the rest of the
world,” said J.J. Kinahan, chief strategist at TD
Ameritrade.

The Dow Jones industrial average plunged
358.04 points, or 2.1 percent, to 16,990.69. The S&P
500 dropped 43.88 points, or 2.1 percent, to
2,035.73 and the Nasdaq composite lost 141.56
points, or 2.8 percent, to 4,877.49.

It was the biggest percentage decline for the
Dow and S&P 500 since February 2014. The blue
chip index is now at its lowest level since October
2014. Buyers of stocks were few and far between.
Selling outweighed buying by a ratio of more than
eight to one in heavy trading. Still, even with the
sell-off, the S&P 500 was down just 4.5 percent
from its record close of 2,130.82 on May 21.

As the selling picked up, investors moved mon-
ey to traditional havens in times of uncertainty.
Gold rose $25.30, or 2.2 percent, to $1,153.20 an
ounce, the metal’s best day since April.  Demand for
ultra-safe US government bonds rose, pulling
down the yield on the benchmark 10-year Treasury
note to 2.07 percent from 2.13 late Wednesday. The
10-year’s yield stood at 2.19 percent only two days
before, and its decline since then represents a
major decline.

Worries over China, the world’s second-largest
economy, spurred Thursday’s losses. The Shanghai
Composite Index dropped 3.4 percent. Chinese
shares have had a wild ride this week and that has
raised questions about Beijing’s ability to stabilize
the market and the devaluation of that nation’s cur-

rency.
The move has caused other countries to deval-

ue their own currencies, notably oil-rich
Kazakhstan and the manufacturing hub of
Vietnam.

Strategists and traders, noting the lack of major
U.S. economic news on Thursday, said the drop in
stocks was also likely tied to programmed selling,
which came after the S&P 500 moved below one of
its most closely watched indicators, a 200-day mov-
ing average.

While many investors buy and sell stocks based
on a company’s business outlook, there is a differ-
ent class of trader who relies on such technical indi-
cators to make investment decisions.

“I see this drop as likely because we crossed the
200-day moving average, and that’s causing us to
have further selling,” said Scott Wren, chief global
equity strategist at the Wells Fargo Investment
Institute.

Media stocks were hit particularly hard. Walt
Disney shares fell $6.43, or 6 percent, to $100.02.
Analysts are concerned that viewers are moving
away from cable, which could hurt lucrative Disney
properties such as ESPN.

Viacom, owner of CBS, fell 6 percent as well
while Twenty-First Century Fox slipped 4 percent.
The year’s biggest winners also were hit hard, possi-
bly a sign that investors feel the seven-year bull
market for stocks might be slowing down. Netflix,
which is up about 130 percent since January, fell 8
percent. Gilead Sciences dipped 3 percent and
Google declined 2 percent.

The price of benchmark US oil rose slightly but
remains near its low point of March 2009.  US crude
rose 34 cents to $41.14 in New York. Brent crude, a
benchmark for international oils used by many US
refineries, fell 54 cents to $46.62 in London.

In other futures trading, wholesale gasoline
fell 2.4 cents to close at $1.535 a gallon. Heating
oil fell 2.2 cents to close at $1.496 a gallon. Natural
gas rose 3.9 cents to close at $2.755 per 1,000
cubic feet. In metals, silver rose 34 cents to $15.52
an ounce and copper rose 4 cents to $2.32 a
pound. —AP

Dow drops 358 pts after 

slump in Chinese shares

TUCSON:  Thousands of bus riders in Tucson
are still without steady public transportation as
the longest strike in recent history continues.

The strike by around 530 bus drivers,
mechanics, operators and other Sun Tran
workers began Aug. 6 after negotiations
between the union and Sun Tran broke down.
The previous record was held during a strike in
2001 that lasted around 10 days.

Management is working with a federal
mediator to schedule a meeting with the
union, Sun Tran spokeswoman Kandi
Young said.

Meanwhile, only eight routes are operat-
ing, and there will be no service this weekend.
Sun Tran provides about 66,000 passenger
rides on an average weekday. Andrew
Marshall, principal officer of the Teamsters
Local 104, did not return calls seeking com-
ment. He said last week that safety is a major

issue after 22 bus drivers were assaulted in the
past 13 months, adding that the workers on
strike have support from the community. In a
news release issued Friday, Marshall said the
union had presented a plan with a lower cost
through the federal mediator.

“The Teamsters Union and the striking
employees understand the importance of
pursuing every possible solution to resolving
this ongoing strike, however, the solution to
any disagreement requires that both of the
opposing parties involved in the dispute actu-
ally participate in the resolution process,”
Marshall said.

Pressure is mounting on both sides to
come to a resolution. Tucson Mayor Jonathan
Rothschild issued a statement Tuesday
encouraging both parties to restart negotia-
tions. “This strike is hurting the community,”
he said. —AP

Bus strike longest 

in recent history

NEW YORK:  Donald Trump sells himself as a bold
empire builder, the kind of businessman who
could force through big changes in Washington as
president. Yet for all his bravado - “I’ve done an
amazing job,” the Republican White House hopeful
boasted during his announcement speech - a
review of the billionaire’s financial filings and
recent deals suggests he’s no swashbuckler.

Trump is reluctant to take on debt after it near-
ly ruined him in the 1990s. He holds few stocks for
someone of his wealth and has grown increasingly
dependent on making money by lending out his
name to others rather than developing real estate
himself. “People think of him as big. They see the
Trump name around the world. But that’s not his
money,” says Don Peebles, a real estate developer
who oversees a $5 billion real estate portfolio.
“He’s not taking big risks.” That’s not a knock.

Peebles calls Trump a “pioneer,” praising his
move into a nearly risk-free business. In the past
decade, Trump has struck deals to put his name on
at least a dozen properties built and owned by
others, including a glass tower reflecting the ocean
in Uruguay, a golden-hued skyscraper in Mumbai
and a hotel facing the beach in Rio de Janeiro.

In an industry prone to booms and bust, say
branding experts and rival developers, it’s a
shrewd shift that only someone with Trump’s
name recognition could pull off. In essence, Trump
gets a stream of fees without risking any of his
own money. Trump is a “genius,” says fellow real
estate billionaire Richard LeFrak, adding, “not all of
us have the luxury” of getting into such a licensing
business.

But it’s not the image that Trump is projecting
as a candidate for president, given that his White

House campaign is built around his prowess in the
boardroom. The candidate’s company, the Trump
Organization, rejects any suggestion he’s playing it
safe.

“We have been major buyers of properties,” says
the candidate’s son, Eric Trump, who oversees real
estate development and acquisitions at the Trump
Organization. He rattles off several projects, old
and new, including a conversion of the Old Post
Office in Washington into a hotel and the purchase
of several golf resorts. “We believe in owning dirt.”

A few hoteliers had created buzz by putting
their names on buildings - think Conrad Hilton of
Hilton Hotels - when Donald Trump was getting
his start in the 1970s, but the idea hadn’t really
caught on in luxury residential real estate. Trump
made it work, thanks to unabashed love of glitz
and glamour - and some good timing.

He broke ground on New York’s Trump Tower in
1980, just before New York City’s resurgence from
near bankruptcy and the start of the longest bull
stock market in history. He bought and built more

and diversified into airlines and casinos - all with
his name leading the way.

Then boom turned bust in the late 80s, and
Trump lost nearly everything. Unable to pay back
billions of dollars of debt, he threatened to tie up
lenders in court, threw two of his casinos into
bankruptcy, cut a series of deals that erased most
of his personal liability, then began buying and
building once again.

In 2001, he completed the 90-story Trump
World Tower, a residential building across from the
United Nations in New York. Three years later, he
launched his runaway TV hit “The Apprentice” and
his brand began to take off as a business in and of
itself. Today you can buy a myriad of Trump-
labeled products, including cologne and cufflinks,
men’s suits and furniture and fragrances.

It’s not just an American brand, either. Opening
this year is a Trump-branded hotel and residential
tower in the shape of a ship’s sail in Baku,
Azerbaijan, overlooking the Caspian Sea. Eric
Trump says his father strikes deals with local firms
overseas because he needs help with the lan-
guages, culture and laws, not out of any reluctance
to deploy his own cash.

Not all the branding deals have gone smoothly.
Condo buyers in failed Trump-named properties in
Fort Lauderdale, Florida, and Baja, Mexico, have
claimed in lawsuits that the billionaire misled them
into believing he was more involved in the proj-
ects than just lending his name. Donald Trump
won the Fort Lauderdale case and settled the one
in Baja.

It’s difficult to know how much risk Donald
Trump is taking with his money today, because it’s
not clear how much he’s got. In a recently released

list of assets, he estimated his worth at $8.7 billion -
more than double the figure calculated by Forbes
magazine, which has been tracking his wealth for
three decades.  Trump pegged the biggest line
item as “real estate licensing deals, brand and
branded developments” worth $3.3 billion - or
nearly 40 percent of his net worth.

One area where Trump is digging into his own
pocket is golf resorts. Last year, he bought Ireland’s
Doonbeg club on the Atlantic coast and Scotland’s
Turnberry Resort, the site of several British Opens
and the 17th course in his collection.

Eric Trump says the golf ventures are doing
“fantastically” well. Others aren’t so sure, noting
that club membership and play in general have
dropped since the financial crisis.

“It’s is not a booming business and yet he
wants us to believe that his is,” says Ron Whitten, a
senior editor at Golf Digest. If Donald Trump is
making money on his golf clubs, Whitten says, “he
is the only one doing that.”

Trump’s licensing business has taken some hits
during his presidential campaign, including dis-
paraging remarks about women and immigrants.
After he said Mexican immigrants bring drugs and
crime to the US, and some are rapists, several com-
panies including Macy’s, NASCAR, Univision and
NBC cut ties with Trump.

But Eric Trump says his father’s run for the
White House has helped business more than hurt
it. He adds, “Our campaign can’t keep bumper
stickers in stock.” Alan Brew, head of consultancy
BrandingBusiness, isn’t sure Trump’s brazen say-
what-you-will campaign will prove a winner in pol-
itics but suspects it will help his business. “He’s get-
ting free exposure,” he says. —AP

Flamboyant Trump evolved into cautious businessman

MOBILE: Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump speaks during a rally
at Ladd-Peebles Stadium yesterday in Mobile, Alabama. —AFP


